
This week:  

In this week’s issue we discuss the bounce in Bitcoin/Dollar at daily support 
($44900-$46500). We also discuss the larger pullback in Ethereum (over 35% from 
high to low) resulting in a retest of its 2017 high.

As for altcoins, we start with FTX’s DeFi index following its bullish reclaim of 9815. 
Aave and Compound are the specific DeFi coins we look at this week.

This week’s extra section discusses Altcoin/Bitcoin versus Altcoin/USD pairs for 
trading and portfolio tracking.

P.S. TechnicalRoundup is now sponsored by Blockfolio. We welcome them, and look 
forward to sharing more information soon!

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership 
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts 
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every 
week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that 
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however, 
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis. 
Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we 
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not 
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise 
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously 
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin’s Range Low Defended  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/iEo8QkfU/

A shaky U.S. equities market pulled Bitcoin down with it last week, with price 
reaching daily support at $44900-$46500. The S&P 500 and Bitcoin/Dollar bounced 
on Monday, offering a strong start to the week. 

If Bitcoin is positively correlated to the S&P 500, and stocks only go up, does that 
mean Bitcoin is also going to go up forever? That’s a correlation case we can get 
behind. Jokes aside, Bitcoin is yet to find its identity when it comes to traditional 
market correlations. It really varies, hence why we don’t put too much stock into 
correlation trades until a very clear relationship emerges. This apparent identity 
crisis could be a strength, after all. Bitcoin ends up being many things to many 
people. All the more reason to have it in one’s portfolio.

The technicals are largely unchanged. Although weekly support at $32000-$38000 
remains an attractive dip buy for macro trend continuation, waiting for that level 
while support at $44900-$46500 is intact would be jumping the gun, so to speak.

Support has held, so our expectation is consolidation and continuation.

There are some sticking points or resistance areas around $49000-$50000. We 
haven’t added them to our chart because the area itself is quite congested and the 
levels themselves aren’t that great.

To summarise, as long as $44900-$46500 is defended, Bitcoin/Dollar looks strong. 
We expect some chop and churn in the low-mid $50000s. If $44900-$46500 were to 
fail, we’re praying and catching nukes at $32000-$38000.
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2. Ethereum Prior All-Time High
Bounce

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/f2Js3Zj6/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/BTHFJJXA/
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Ethereum/Dollar bounced at its 2017 high following a 35% correction from the highs. 
The BTC pair remains at support (₿0.031).

This is a big pullback. Blatantly obvious, yes, but worth restating nonetheless. More 
important than the size of the move is where the move ended up. Price reached its 
high time frame breakout point, the 2017 all-time high at $1400. 

Our position on all-time high retests remains the same. They’re still support levels, 
but the less time spent at the structure, the better. The retest itself, especially given 
the (relatively) underwhelming move that followed the initial break, is not a good 
sign. A simple comparison with Bitcoin’s all-time high break makes this case well. 
That’s what an all-time high break looks like in a strong market.

Where does this leave the USD pair? A couple of things seem clear to us. 

First, if the 2017 high/$1400 area fails to act as support, the market is very weak. A 
retest is just about acceptable, but failure at the level is not. 

Second, a range has formed. Support is the aforementioned $1400 area. Resistance is 
the cluster at $1600-$1700. For systems favouring momentum continuation or 
buying strength, a range high reclaim (i.e. breakout above $1700) would present 
good evidence of bullish trend continuation.

The BTC pair has not moved since reaching weekly support at ₿0.031. Our views 
remain unchanged in this regard. For Ethereum to have a reasonable chance of 
keeping up with Bitcoin, this ₿0.031 area must hold. If it fails, underperformance 
relative to Bitcoin is very likely (irrespective of whether Ethereum/Dollar moves 
higher or not). 

The Ethereum/Bitcoin bull case comes alive above the prior range high (₿0.039-
₿0.041). 



3. Framework for Altcoin Trading  
Altcoin traders are spoiled in the year 2021.

It’s incredibly easy to move in and out of stablecoins. Asset swaps generally (between 
Bitcoin, altcoins, and stablecoins) are well-established. There’s more choice than 
ever before with regard to trading altcoins. More pairs, more liquid futures, more 
venues, and so on.

This is in stark contrast with ‘back in the day’ where the idea of being able to short 
an altcoin futures contract and get paid in USD was a distant dream (and only 
applicable to a handful of altcoins at a small number of exchanges). That landscape 
doesn’t compare to what we have today.

The vast array of opportunities available raises its own questions. Should one trade 
spot altcoins or use futures? Should one trade the ALT/BTC pair, or the ALT/USD 
pair? How does one impact the other? Do these answers vary depending on one’s 
benchmark when trading crypto? The list goes on.

This section is our attempt to provide a framework for trading altcoins using a Q&A-
style format.

Should I look at ALT/BTC pairs or ALT/USD pairs?

The practical answer is to look at the one that you’ll be trading. The best answer is to 
look at both. From a portfolio allocation point of view, you want ALT/BTC to look 
strong/be at support so that your altcoin outperforms Bitcoin. If it doesn’t, you’re 
taking unnecessary risk when you’d be better off simply holding Bitcoin. For 
leveraged trades, ALT/BTC still matters (admittedly less so) because the confluence 
of strong ALT/BTC with strong ALT/USD increases the probability of a long trade 
being successful (or vice versa for short trades).

Do I need ALT/BTC and ALT/USD to be aligned for a trade?

Not necessarily, but it helps. As mentioned above, confluence is a strong probability 
enhancer. Speaking more generally, there’ll be times where one pair dominates and 
the other looks unclear. If you have to pick, pick the pair that’s clearest to you. If you 
want to be conservative, conflicting signals may be a sign to stay out and wait for a 
higher conviction, confluent trade.

How do I trade ALT/BTC pairs?

There are two main ways. First, and most simply, by exchanging your BTC for an 
altcoin. This can be done via the ALT/BTC pairs offered by exchanges, or by selling 
some BTC and buying the altcoin (as two separate transactions). Swapping BTC for 
an altcoin has the same effect. Second, and slightly less simply, you can do this by 
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selling BTC futures (equivalent to the amount you’re allocating to the ALT/BTC 
trade) and then taking the ALT/BTC pair trade. This is similar to the first step except 
by selling the BTC futures you’ve hedged your BTC directional risk i.e. your net PnL 
will be affected primarily by the altcoin’s performance relative to BTC.

Selling ALT/BTC pairs is slightly more complicated (and rare). While a few venues 
allow you to outrightly short an ALT/BTC pair, not many do. To set it up 
synthetically, you’d need to sell futures of the ALT/USD pair and buy an equivalent 
amount of BTC/USD futures.

Please note that margin trading and trading with leverage can be complicated and is 
not advisable for beginners. Unless you really know what you’re doing, don’t do it. If 
in doubt, stick to spot trading. Alt trading generally makes the most sense when 
you’re bullish BTC and the altcoin relative to BTC, so it’s entirely fine to skip the 
selling side of things completely.

How do I trade ALT/USD pairs?

Without leverage, simply buy the spot altcoin with USD (or swap some USD for the 
altcoin). That’s it. You’re long ALT/USD.

With leverage, you buy (or sell) the ALT/USD futures contract. Your collateral and 
PnL will be posted in USD.

Should I track my portfolio in BTC or USD? Should the answer affect the pairs I trade?

It depends.

If your goal is to maximise BTC, and/or if BTC is in a bull market, your goal should be 
to maximise your BTC holdings. This will typically result in trading ALT/BTC pairs 
(with the aim of outperforming BTC in order to be paid more BTC via PnL) 1  2 as well 
as BTC/USD inverse futures (where your collateral and PnL are marked in BTC). The 
‘downside’ is that your portfolio will be exposed to BTC volatility even if you’re not 
in a trade, but in a bull market that generally works in your favour.

If your goal is to maximise USD, and/or if BTC is in a bear market, maximising USD 
makes sense. This will typically result in trading ALT/USD pairs (with the aim of 
gaining more USD) as well as BTC/USD linear futures (where your collateral and PnL 
are marked in USD, and your collateral value is not affected by price movements in 
BTC). The ‘downside’ is that your portfolio will not benefit from BTC volatility if it’s 
bullish, but this gives more control to the trader.

There’s probably some happy medium between the two, but those are what the two 
‘extremes’ look like.

 



4. DeFi Index  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/7mHKWpY5/

The DeFi index reclaimed support at $9815. This is suggestive of trend continuation 
across DeFi.

It’s worth being aware of how the index is weighed. The detailed breakdown can be 
found here.

UNI, SNX, DOT, LINK, YFI, and AAVE each make up around 10% of the index. They’re 
the ones to really pay attention to.

As stated previously, the index isn’t perfect and only serves to give a broad overview 
of DeFi as a sector. Our suggestion would be to build a separate DeFi watchlist from 
which to find outliers and/or the best-looking trades.

While you can buy the index outrightly (via DEFIPERP), choosing the stronger pairs 
from the index will likely yield better outcomes.
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5. Aave Trend Retest  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ih8Qg5H1/

Aave has been one of the leading DeFi ‘blue chips’ during this cycle. The BTC pair is 
at support (₿0.000667).

If the DeFi index is broadly accurate and DeFi is primed for trend continuation, Aave 
is likely to follow suit. 

As mentioned, the BTC pair found support at the prior all-time high at (₿0.000667). 
From the available evidence, this looks like a bullish retest.

The USD pair is slightly less clear (hence why we didn’t include it) but an important 
piece of context to consider is that it corrected around 50% from high to low. That 
should be more than enough to facilitate trend continuation if DeFi is bullish.

To summarise, DeFi index looks good, Aave/BTC is at support (₿0.000667), and the 
USD pair is bouncing after a large 50% pullback. 
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1. There’s some contention here. One can reasonably argue that trading inverse futures on 
the long side is a bad idea because of convexity. If you’re long and wrong inverse futures, 
your position size increases as price drops and your collateral value decreases at the same 
time. This brings your liquidation price much closer. This is true, but without debating the 
topic in the footnotes, it is our experience that most directional traders are happy to 
manage that risk if it means their BTC longs get paid with more BTC if they’re right. ↩

2. Inverse futures are ideal hedging instruments for BTC bulls. This is for two main reasons. 
First, your PnL is settled in BTC, not USD. There’s no second step to gaining BTC exposure 
when unwinding a hedge. Second, shorts benefit from the convexity built into inverse 
futures. If you’re short and right, your position size increases as price moves in your 
favour. This creates a non-linearity to your PnL curve. For example, if you sell 10000 USD 
worth of contracts when the BTC price is at $10000, your notional size is 1 BTC. If BTC price 

6. Compound Market Structure  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/gyscln1A/

Compound is back on the DeFi radar following the launch of its Gateway testnet. 3

While the USD pair is on the precipice of breaking out to new highs, the BTC pair has 
clearer levels to work with.

COMP/BTC is currently trading within a weekly range. Support is the prior breakout 
level at (₿0.00767) and resistance is the prior range low at (₿0.0115). 

A breakout in the USD pair could catalyse a move through the range high, at which 
point there’d be around 40% until the next level of resistance at (₿0.01669).

As per our section on altcoin trading, bullish confluence would take the form of new 
highs in the USD pair in tandem with a BTC pair breakout above (₿0.0115).
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goes down to $9000, your 10000 contract position is no longer a notional size of 1 BTC, but 
rather 1.11 BTC. If BTC price drops further to $8000, your 10000 contract position is a 
notional 1.25 BTC, and so on. Your BTC gains per contract (and therefore PnL, which is 
settled in BTC) increase as the BTC price decreases. ↩

3. https://beincrypto.com/compound-finance-launches-gateway-cross-chain-collateral/ 
↩

https://beincrypto.com/compound-finance-launches-gateway-cross-chain-collateral/
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